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Absolute Life Solutions, Inc.

CEOCFO: Mr. Oratz, what is the focus at Absolute Life Solutions?
Mr. Oratz: Absolute Life Solutions is
a financial services company primarily engaged in the business of life settlements. For those that are not familiar, a life settlement transaction is
when a senior typically aged 65 and
up (and in our model we concentrate
on 75 and up), has a life insurance
policy that they no longer want, need,
or can afford, and they are looking to
get out of. Typically, in the past if
their policy was to lapse, simply all of
the premiums that they paid would go
to waste and they would no longer
have coverage. The other alternative
is that they can surrender the policy
back to the insurance company if
there is intrinsic cash value on the
policy. That is generally at a very severe discount to value of the policy.
At Absolute we buy those policies at a
premium to the surrender value. Typically, studies show that the life settlement transaction pays about 8
times the cash value an insurance
company would pay. We buy those
policies, and become the owner and
the beneficiary of the policies. Then
we pay the premiums and hold the
policy to maturity.
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BIO:
Chief Executive Officer & President –
Formerly the CFO, Avrohom Oratz
was previously the Corporate Controller of Platinum Human Resource
Management, a full-service human
resource services firm with offices in
New York, Florida, Alabama, and
California. As Controller, Mr. Oratz
designed and implemented a comprehensive fraud protection program,
with processes and procedures that
protect clients' financial integrity. Mr.
Oratz played a key role in the establishment of Normandy Harbor Insurance Company, specializing in Workers' Compensation coverage and
comprehensive Risk Management
Programs.
Company Profile:
Absolute Life Solutions, Inc. offers a
distinctive approach that provides
liquidity to seniors while creating a
stable alternative asset class for investors. By securing only high-quality
policies and employing a proprietary
valuation platform and best-in-class
portfolio and management techniques, Absolute seeks to optimize an
insurance policy's inherent value and
minimize risk.

CEOCFO: What attracted you to Absolute Life Solutions?
Mr. Oratz: Due to past involvement in
the life settlement business, I was
fortunate to be able to recognize that
this industry offers an excellent business model where seniors had policies that they were looking to sell.
Therefore, they would come to a life

settlement broker and the broker assisted them in selling their policies.
There were a number of different
things that changed the business back
in 2008 where seniors were having a
more difficult time selling the policies
as there were a fewer number of buyers. We realized that to be a seller
was no longer the best option, because the buyers were getting unbelievable deals and were therefore able
to achieve unbelievable returns on
this asset. Therefore, we saw an asset
class where the general business climate does not really affect the value
of the policy. That value of the policy
remains unchanged, and we saw such
unbelievable deals out there that I
realized it was a great business to be
in.
CEOCFO: Are most people aware of
what it is you do?
Mr. Oratz: I would say, in general,
there are probably two categories of
people who are aware. In the senior
market specifically, life settlements
are becoming more of a known option
to investors. If you meet someone
and tell him about life settlements,
typically, it would be the first time they
are hearing about it. However, anyone
that hears about it and understands
the concept generally loves it. When
you are buying something at pennies
on the dollars and it has a significant
return, they want to hear more.
CEOCFO: How do people find out
about Absolute Life from either end of
the spectrum?
Mr. Oratz: In terms of us buying policies and selling policies, based on
New York State law we cannot and do
not transact directly with the seniors.
There is an intermediary called a pro-

vider that is regulated by the New
York State Insurance Department,
and they are the ones that are sourcing policies. So, with regards to policies, there is plenty of supply and no
marketing needed on our side. In
terms of the awareness of the company, obviously we are relatively new.
We started just around a year ago
and slowly but surely, we are seeing
terrific progress by, among other
things, making conference appearances, issuing press releases and
doing interviews such as this one.

For every policy that comes across
our desk, we probably acquire less
than 10 percent. With the supply being almost limitless, we really have
the ability to be as selective as we
possibly can. We are reviewing the
policies to ensure that we are picking
the best policies, from the best carriers, with the best terms, thus offering
the best deals for the Company and
its shareholders. We are also out
there spreading our story so people
know about us and hear about us.
Finally, we are out there raising
money. We are in the midst of a $60
million raise, of which we have raised
approximately $50 million so far.

choice. Instead of being left with nothing, they can come to Absolute Life
Solutions, where they can actually
receive something from that.
CEOCFO: Are investors starting to
pay attention to Absolute Life Solutions?
Mr. Oratz: Investors definitely are. In
terms of our private raise, we were
able to raise $50 million in just under
a year, which in the current economic
climate is definitely a feat to be proud
of. In terms of the public, investors
are slowly starting to pick up the story.
We are definitely seeing more interest, but it is still a work in progress. It
is something that we are focusing on
and we are doing whatever we can to
get the story out there.

CEOCFO: Why choose Absolute Life
instead of other companies in the industry?
Mr. Oratz: In terms of other compa- CEOCFO: What should people know
nies in the industry, there are actually about the industry and Absolute Life
very few options. If a person hears Solutions that they might miss when
about life settlements, they like the they first look at the company?
CEOCFO: Why should potential inidea and they like the asset
vestors look at Absolute Life
What people have to understand about the inand they want to get inSolutions today?
dustry is that we are providing liquidity to sen- Mr. Oratz: I personally involved and invest. If they
iors where otherwise they would have no li- vest in the stock market.
have large sums of money
they can go buy a portfolio
quidity. Seniors are living healthier than ever You look at certain induspolicy on their own, which is
before. They are living more active lives in their tries, such as technology,
obviously, in a sense, a very
biotech, and medical relater years and their sources of funds as a relarge undertaking. In terms
sult may be more limited. We are enabling them search and in some of these
of being able to invest in a
instances, you are really
to tap into an asset that they have held somebusiness, Absolute Life Solubuying into a dream. Astimes for many years and being able to use suming the company’s story
tions is currently one of the
only publicly traded compathose funds to actually live and enjoy their plays out and they actually
nies that focuses solely on
do solve the problem that
lives in their later years. - Avrohom Oratz
the business of life settlethey are out there looking to
ment. There are really few other op- Mr. Oratz: In terms of the industry, do; then the companies could potentions to buy shares of a public com- historically there has been a bit of a tially be successful. For every one of
pany that is engaged in this business.
grim reaction to our core business, those companies that are successful,
which doesn’t help us get portrayed in hundreds fail. Here at Absolute Life
CEOCFO: Absolute Life has empha- the light which we would prefer. What Solutions, you are not investing in a
sis on proper valuation; what is it you people have to understand about the dream. Our policies are our assets.
are doing that others are not?
industry is that we are providing li- On our last balance sheet, we have
Mr. Oratz: There have been a num- quidity to seniors where otherwise approximately $200 million in face
ber of stories in the news of late about they would have no liquidity. Seniors value of life insurance and currently
inaccurate life expectancies and im- are living healthier than ever before. more than that. We will receive those
proper valuation. What we focus on is They are living more active lives in net proceeds.
a number of different items specifi- their later years and their sources of
cally using conservative life expec- funds as a result may be more lim- The main question going forward is
tancy criteria that are recognized in ited. We are enabling them to tap into going to be how long will it take us to
the industry. We are not doing in- an asset that they have held some- receive those net proceeds. It is not
house evaluations or using our own times for many years and being able an asset that is speculative in nature.
doctors. We are using industry- to use those funds to actually live and It is an asset that there is a fixed. The
recognized carriers as our life expec- enjoy their lives in their later years. policies have an intrinsic nonThese seniors have paid into these correlated value, where the world
tancy underwriters.
policies for years and years and now changes, the economy changes, the
CEOCFO: What are you doing as they are in danger of having these price of gas, oil, and the value of the
CEO on a day to day basis; what do valuable policies just lapse. Concep- dollar, but nothing will impact that
tually, what is happening is they have benefit of the policy.
you focus on personally in your role?
Mr. Oratz: Right now, I am reviewing paid for something that they no longer
policies almost on a constant basis. can afford. However, they now have a CEOCFO: What challenges do you

see down the road as Absolute Life
continues to grow?
Mr. Oratz: Obviously as we continue
to grow and gain exposure, for every
positive story you will hear about life
settlements, there are negative ones
as well. We are really trying to
change that image so that people understand that life settlements are a

safe and viable investment option.
We are in a unique position in that
while helping people, we have a great
business too.
CEOCFO: Final thoughts, what
should people remember most when
they read about Absolute Life Solutions?

Mr. Oratz: In my opinion, the best
part of the story is the value we are
getting on assets that are noncorrelated to other economic factors.
Simply put, we purchase noncorrelated assets at a severe discount
to their face value.
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